Immobilized transferrin Fe$_3$O$_4$@SiO$_2$ nanoparticle with high doxorubicin loading for dual-targeted tumor drug delivery
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Abstract: Transferrin (Tf) was immobilized onto Fe$_3$O$_4$@SiO$_2$ nanoparticles with high doxorubicin (DOX) loading (TfDMP), for dual targeting of cancer, by chemically coupling both Tf and DOX with dual-function magnetic nanoparticles (DMPs) using a multi-armed crosslinker, poly-L-glutamic acid. With high trapping efficiency for magnetic targeting, TfDMP exhibits a Tf receptor-targeting function. Moreover, the DOX loading percentage of TfDMP is high, and can be controlled by adjusting the reactant ratio. TfDMP presents a narrow size distribution, and is sensitive to pH for drug release. Compared with DOX-coupled DMP without Tf modification (DDMP), TfDMP exhibits enhanced uptake by Tf receptor-expressing tumor cells, and displays stronger cancer cell cytotoxicity. This study provides an efficient method for the dual-targeted delivery of therapeutic agents to tumors, with controlled low carrier toxicity and high efficiency.
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Introduction
Doxorubicin (DOX), one of the most commonly used antitumor drugs, is a broad spectrum anticancer agent, used in therapy against solid tumors and hematopoietic malignancies. However, serious side effects, including cardiomyopathy and congestive heart failure, have limited its clinical applications. To decrease potential toxicities and improve its properties, the development of effective treatment methods for targeted drug delivery is of vital importance. In recent years, different superparamagnetic nanoparticles, modified with various surface coatings, have been widely applied in biomedical fields, including targeted drug delivery and magnetic resonance imaging. Delivering DOX under external magnetic field induction, for targeted chemotherapy, will allow it to preferentially remain at the site, thereby raising drug levels at the site of tumor, which could potentially maximize therapeutic effect, with minimal toxicity to healthy tissues. For these kinds of clinical applications, high drug loading ability, suitable size, good dispersion, and low toxicity of particles are quite important. Magnetic particles coated with various surface layers, such as lipid, polymer, and micelle layers, have been developed for targeted drug delivery, and have attained great success in biomedical applications. Recently, silica has been widely used in biomedical applications, because of its merits of high stability with respect to pH and concentration, easy functionalization, and biocompatibility. Through silica surface modifications, magnetic nanoparticles can avoid agglomeration, improve stability, and facilitate connection with other functional groups; they show great potential for targeted drug delivery. However, because the content of functional groups in the
surface of nanoparticles is limited, drug loading efficiency is generally low (the drug loading percentage is less than 20%, in most cases). The low efficiency of drug loading requires use of a large amount of nanoparticle carrier. This may lead to several problems, such as toxicity, biodegradation, and metabolization of the nanoparticle carrier.15

Coupling particular ligands of therapeutic agents with nanoparticle carriers can enhance their antitumor activity, due to the strong bond between receptor-expressing tumor cells and the ligands, as well as the intracellular delivery potential of cell-mediated endocytosis.16–17 Various ligands have been linked to nanoparticles for enhancing drug delivery efficiency.18–20 Human serum transferrin is a single-chain glycoprotein, present in plasma, that can transport iron in the human body.21 The transferrin receptor (TfR), also known as CD71, is usually overexpressed on the surfaces of proliferating cancer cells, due to their increased iron requirements.22–24 Through receptor-mediated endocytosis, Tf easily enters the TIR-overexpressing cells. Consequently, it is widely used in targeting drug delivery, for improving cellular and nuclear uptake.

In the present study, we set out to develop a multifunctional Fe$_3$O$_4$@SiO$_2$-based drug delivery system that combines three properties: magnetic targeting, Tf targeting, and high DOX loading. A dual functional group, modified Fe$_3$O$_4$@SiO$_2$ nanoparticle (DMP) was synthesized as a carrier. Using a multifunctional coupling reagent, poly-L-glutamic acid (PLGA), DOX can be efficiently coupled to the DMP, through the PLGA single- to multi-amino groups method. Transferrin is used as a targeting ligand, and can also chemically conjugate to the carrier. Using this method, we have developed an efficient approach for generating transferrin-conjugated Fe$_3$O$_4$@SiO$_2$ nanoparticles, with high DOX loading, for dual-targeted anticancer drug delivery; we studied their structure and biomedical properties.

### Materials and methods

#### Materials

Doxorubicin hydrochloride was obtained from Tongchuan Medicine Technology (Beijing, People’s Republic of China). Transferrin, PLGA (molecular weight: 3,000–15,000 g/mol), N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), and N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N’-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Company (St Louis, MO, USA). The Henrietta Lacks strain of cancer cells (HeLa) and human leukemia cell line K562 carcinoma cells were provided by the cell repository of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (Shanghai, People’s Republic of China).

#### Synthesis of N-phthaloyl-L-glutamic acid anhydride (GA)

Equimolar quantities of phthalic anhydride and L-glutamic acid were mixed in a tube and reacted for 15 minutes. The product was recrystallized using ethanol–aqueous solution (9:1 v/v), and dried at 40°C for 24 hours, under vacuum. Then, 2.13 mL of acetic anhydride was added to the product obtained above, and refluxed for 15 minutes. The product, GA, was obtained after further recrystallization and drying at 40°C for 24 hours, under vacuum.

#### Generation of DMP

Superparamagnetic nanoparticles (Fe$_3$O$_4$) were obtained using the method reported by Stroeve et al.25 The particle surface was then transformed into SiO$_2$ shell by a sol-gel process,26 using tetraethyl orthosilicate. The product obtained was suspended in absolute ethanol containing ammonia solution. Then, 200 mg GA and 200 mg 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane were added. After the magnetite suspension had been sonicated for 5 minutes, the mixture was stirred at 40°C for 12 hours. The product was then washed three times with ethanol, and dried at 40°C, under vacuum.

#### Preparation of TfDMP

DMP was suspended in 10 mL phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution, and incubated with 5 mg EDC and 5 mg NHS for 30 minutes at room temperature. Then, the products were separated using magnetic separation and centrifugation. After washing once in PBS, the residual solution was mixed with 5 mg PLGA, then intermittently sonicated for 30 minutes at room temperature. The products were then magnetically separated, and washed three times. The residual solution was mixed with 5 mg EDC, 5 mg NHS, and 500 µL DOX (2 mg/mL). After intermittent sonication for 3 hours, the products were washed several times, until the supernatant solution became colorless. Then, 20 µL of hydrazine hydrate solution was added, and the mixture was incubated under impulse sonication for 10 minutes at room temperature. After being washed with PBS, 200 µL of transferrin solution (4 mg/mL), containing 5 mg EDC and 5 mg NHS, was added, and reacted under impulse sonication for 2 hours. The products were magnetically collected, then washed several times. TfDMP products were finally obtained by freeze-drying. Evaluation of DOX content proceeded by measuring the visual ultraviolet light absorbance of TfDMP at 479 nm, in a 1:2 mixture of hydrochloric acid and ethanol solution, as has been described in the literature previously.27 The drug loading percentage (R) was calculated as: $R = D/(D + 1,000) \times 100\%$, where D is the amount of DOX coupled to DMP.
Transmission electron microscopy

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) samples were prepared by deposition of a drop of nanoparticle precipitate solution onto a copper mesh grid, covered with a carbon film. TEM was recorded using a JEM-200CX microscope (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan).

Cellular uptake of TfDMP

A suspension of HeLa and K562 cells (1 × 10⁶ cells) was seeded in a bottom-hole culture dish (0.13 mm glass) for 12 hours. For flow cytometry measurement, TfDMP, with a total DOX concentration of 2 µg/mL, was added to the cell culture dish and incubated for 1 hour at 37°C. After washing three times with PBS solution, the cancer cells were observed using an FACSCanto flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA). For confocal laser scanning microscopy measurement, TfDMP, with a total DOX concentration of 4 µg/mL, was added to the cell culture dish, then incubated for 2 hours at 37°C. After washing three times with PBS, the cancer cells were observed using an LSM 710 fluorescence microscope (Carl Zeiss Microscopy, Jena, Germany).

In vitro DOX release and MTT cytotoxicity studies

In vitro DOX release studies of TfDMP were carried out in test tubes at 37°C, under stirring conditions of 60 rpm. After incubation for a given time, TfDMP was magnetically separated. The supernates were diluted with 1:2 hydrochloric acid, and measured using a UV-7150 spectrophotometer (Shimadzu Corp, Kyoto, Japan). Then, the DOX content was obtained by using a standard curve: c = 44.96 × A, where c is the DOX concentration (µg/mL) and A is absorbance of supernates at 479 nm.

MTT cytotoxicity studies

MTT assays followed the procedure described by Bliss, using both HeLa and K562 cells. All assays were carried out three times, with each sample in quintuplicate. TfDMP and DOX-coupled DMP (DDMP) were controlled to the same DOX concentration, using ultraviolet (UV) spectra, before being added to the cell solution. Then, certain volumes of TfDMP, DDMP, DMP, and Tf were added to the cell solution, which was incubated for a further 72 hours. The cell inhibition percentage was then calculated as follows:

Cytotoxicity = (1–[absorbance of experimental wells] /[absorbance of control wells]) × 100

Results and discussion

The procedures for generation and drug loading of TfDMP are shown in Figure 1. By coupling GA with amino-immobilized Fe₃O₄@SiO₂, the surface of the magnetic nanoparticle can be modified with both carboxyl and protected amino groups. The dual function magnetic nanoparticles produced were used as carriers. As a multi-armed crosslinker, PLGA has large numbers of carboxyl functional groups, as well as an amino end-group. Thus, PLGA can couple with the carboxyl of DMP, in the presence of NHS and EDC, through an amide bond. Thereby, large numbers of carboxyl functional groups can be introduced onto the surface of DMP. It is known that DOX has an amino group, which is not the active site for DOX effectiveness. Thus, DOX can be immobilized (under vacuum) onto the PLGA-coated layer of the DMP, in the presence of NHS and EDC, through amide bonding. Finally, after deprotection of DMP’s amino groups, Tf can be coupled, through amide bonding.

The structural properties of nanoparticle products at different steps of their synthesis are measured by attenuated total reflection infrared spectroscopy (Figure 2). As shown in Figure 2A, the peak around 580 cm⁻¹ is assigned to the stretching vibration of the Fe–O bond of Fe₃O₄. After coating DMP with a GA-modified SiO₂ layer, there appeared a new band at 1,108 cm⁻¹, assigned to the Si–O bond, proving the formation of the silica layer on the nanoparticles. Two peaks, at 1,775 cm⁻¹ and 1,815 cm⁻¹, are owing to the carboxyl group of the acid anhydride (Figure 2B). Figure 2C shows that TfDMP has the Fe–O stretching vibration band at around 580 cm⁻¹, indicating that the product contains magnetite – Fe₃O₄. The band at 1,108 cm⁻¹, from the Si–O bond, verifies that the silica layer formed on nanoparticles. The presence of bands at 1,640 cm⁻¹ and 1,577 cm⁻¹ is due to the typical amide I and amide II bands of the transferrin protein (Figure 2E), which provides evidence of the transferrin modification. The strong band observed at 1,730 cm⁻¹ results from the stretching vibration of DOX’s 13-carboxyl group (Figure 2D). The bond that appears at 1,284 cm⁻¹ is due to framework vibration of the carboxyl group of DOX’s anthracene cycle (Figure 2D). These bands confirmed that TfDMP contained DOX. Two peaks of DOX at 1,750–1,880 cm⁻¹ (Figure 2B), assigned to the carboxyl group of acid anhydride, disappear after reaction (Figure 2C), indicating that Tf and DOX are mainly covalently bonded onto DMP.

TfDMP shows high DOX loading efficiency; the highest drug loading percentage is about 85%. This is about seven times the efficiency of lipid, micelle, or polymer carriers (approximately 12%), and about two times that of bacteria.
Figure 1 Route for generation of transferrin immobilized Fe3O4 magnetic nanoparticles with high doxorubicin load.

Abbreviations: TEOS, tetraethyl orthosilicate; APS, 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane; GA, N-phthaloyl-L-glutamic acid anhydride; PLGA, poly-L-glutamic acid; EDC, 1-ethyl-3-[3-dimethylaminopropyl]carbodiimide hydrochloride; NHS, N-hydroxysuccinimide; Tf, transferrin; DOX, doxorubicin; DMP, dual-function magnetic nanoparticle; DDMP, DOX-coupled DMP; TfDMP, DOX-coupled DMP with immobilized Tf.

Figure 2 ATR-IR spectra.

Notes: (A) Fe3O4; (B) DMP; (C) TfDMP; (D) DOX; (E) Tf.

Abbreviations: ATR-IR, attenuated total reflection infrared; DMP, dual-function magnetic nanoparticle; DOX, doxorubicin; Tf, transferrin; TfDMP, DOX-coupled DMP with immobilized Tf.
magnetic particles formed using the dual-coupling reagent glutaraldehyde. This efficiency is due to the much more functional positions provided by PLGA for loading DOX onto DMP. Enhanced drug loading is due to the increased number of functional “arms” on the DMP surface. More functional arms could provide more functional positions for DOX to load onto DMP. The DOX-to-DMP ratio (DOX/DMP) greatly influences DOX loading percentage (Figure 3). The drug loading percentage rises accordingly with increase of DOX/DMP. Coupling efficiency reaches its maximum when the DOX/DMP ratio equals 8. These results can be explained by the large number of carboxyl functional groups in the PLGA layer coating; more DOX can react with more carboxyl functional groups, leading to high loading efficiency. When available functional groups have been used up, maximum coupling efficiency is obtained, and coupling efficiency does not further increase. It is known that toxicity of conjugates would arise, due to excess nanoparticle dosage, if drug loading efficiency were low. Hence, a carrier with high drug loading ability can reduce toxic effects. Consequently, TfDMP with low carrier toxicity can be generated, by adjusting the DOX/DMP ratio.

Magnetism and size

Figure 4A shows that TfDMP can be concentrated around a magnet when it is placed next to a cuvette; the bulk solution finally becomes colorless and transparent, confirming that TfDMP has a high magnetic response. The curve of magnetization versus field (Figure 4B) shows that TfDMP is superparamagnetic at room temperature, which is a significant property for a magnetic carrier. There are no magnetic interactions between superparamagnetic...
nanoparticles; therefore, minimal potential agglomeration, which reduces the danger of thrombosis in blood vessels. Its magnetic properties indicate that TfDMP can respond to an outer magnetic field; it has high trapping efficiency for magnetic targeting.

TEM (Figure 5A) reveals that TfDMP exhibits a core–shell structure. The core is composed of several magnetic nanoparticles <10 nm in diameter. This is the reason for the superparamagnetic property of TfDMP. We obtained the size distribution of TfDMP products by using dynamic light scattering. TfDMP exhibits a narrow particle size distribution (Figure 5B). The mean diameter of TfDMPs was determined to be approximately 90.8 nm. This value is similar to that obtained for TfDMP by TEM (Figure 5A), indicating that TfDMP disperses well and shows little agglomeration. The zeta potential of TfDMP at 25°C is about −44.1 mV. That TfDMP disperses well in aqueous solutions may be attributed to electrostatic repulsion of nanoparticles, and the screening effect of the covering of PLGA and silica.

Drug release
TfDMP’s drug release was measured under different pH conditions. Figure 6 shows that DOX release in weak acidic condition is quicker than that in neutral conditions. At pH 7.2 (which is similar to a normal physiological environment), TfDMP releases about 48% of its original DOX loading during incubation for 72 hours. The amount released increases to
63.7% at pH 5.6. The rate of DOX release increases accordingly with decreasing pH. These results may be explained by the following two reasons. First, the amide bonds between carboxylic groups of PLGA and DOX, as well as the amide bonds between carboxylic groups of nanoparticles and PLGA, become more unstable in acid solution. Second, protonation of amino groups in DOX, under acid conditions, speeds its release. Due to these release properties, TfDMP releases more DOX in the mildly-acidic physiological environment of tumor than in the relatively neutral physiological environment of normal tissue. Taking advantage of its pH-sensitivity and release properties, TfDMP can be delivered systemically, for targeted delivery and release of drug to tumor.

**Targeted uptake**

The targeted uptake effect of TfDMP was evaluated both by confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) and flow cytometry. Two lines of TfR-expressing cancer cells (HeLa and K562), were incubated with nanoparticles. Figure 7A and C show the mean fluorescence intensity and the parent ratio of cancer cells, after incubation with TfDMP, and DOX-coupled DMP (without Tf modification) (DDMP), respectively. It is observed that TfDMP shows a higher mean fluorescence intensity than DDMP. An increased uptake was observed with TfDMP, compared with DDMP – approximately 1.9 times greater in HeLa cells, and 1.2 times greater in K562 cells. The intracellular distribution and uptake of TfDMP and DDMP were also measured by CLSM. It can be seen from Figure 7B and D that the majority of nanoparticles were localized in cytoplasmic compartments (eg, endosomes), once taken into cancer cells. The intracellular DOX fluorescence intensity of TfDMP is higher than that of DDMP, indicating a greater uptake of TfDMP by cancer cells. Flow cytometry results were in agreement, indicating enhanced cellular uptake of TfDMP, compared with DDMP. This may be because rapid TfR-mediated endocytosis facilitates internalization of TfDMP by cancer cells.

**Antitumor effects**

The antitumor effects of TfDMP were tested using TfR-expressing K562 and HeLa cells. Samples of TfDMP and DDMP were controlled to the same DOX concentration (using UV spectra) before being added to the cell solution, which was then incubated for 72 hours. The cell inhibition ratio was computed by calculating the ratio of cell numbers between the treated group and the untreated controls. Figure 8 displays that free DMP, or pure Tf, produces little inhibition of cell growth, indicating low cytotoxicity for both Tf and the DMP carrier. The TfDMP we prepared shows high cytotoxicity to tumor cells; it inhibited the proliferation of tumor cells efficiently. These results indicate that our DOX-coupling method is effective. In comparison to DDMP without Tf modification, TfDMP exhibited higher cytotoxicity to tumor cells, at the same DOX concentration. A lower half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC$_{50}$) value is found for TfDMP than for DDMP. These results demonstrate an increased drug delivery effect in receptor-targeted uptake of TfDMP by TfR-expressing cancer cells.

**Conclusion**

Transferrin-conjugated Fe$_3$O$_4$@SiO$_2$ nanoparticles, with high DOX loading (TfDMP) were produced, for the dual-targeting of cancer. TfDMP exhibit three merits: 1) high trapping efficiency for magnetic targeting, which can be attributed...
to its superparamagnetic core; 2) Tf-receptor-targeting, by the Tf ligand on the outer layer; and 3) high drug loading efficiency (achieved using a modified multi-armed coupling reagent, PLGA), controllable by altering reactant proportions. Moreover, TfDMP exhibited a narrow particle size distribution and showed pH-dependent release characteristics. Compared with DOX-coupled nanoparticles without a Tf modification, there was enhanced uptake of TfDMP by TfR-expressing tumor cells, and a stronger cytotoxicity was observed. This investigation reveals an effective method for dual-targeted delivery of chemotherapeutic agents to tumors, with greater control, low carrier toxicity, and high efficiency.
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